The point of peer review is to provide and receive constructive criticism.

Author’s Name:                                          Your name:

Requested area(s) for comments:

Do you see a working thesis (interesting, controversial idea that requires support)? Y/N

**Underline it.**

How clear, interesting, and complete is it?          Very/somewhat/not yet

Suggestion for improvement:

How well does the outline maintain its focus on the thesis?        Well/medium well/not yet

How and where could the focus improve?

What evidence from readings provides support for claims?         Lots/some/not yet

Suggest readings that would work:

How well does the organization suit the thesis?           Extremely well/somewhat/not clear

Describe the organization (by readings, ideas, issues, other):

What strengths do you notice? Intro./thesis/organization/development/originality/____

Describe some strengths:

What gaps/weaknesses do you notice? Intro./thesis/organization/development/analysis/____

Ways to improve gaps and weaknesses:
Other comments: (use back of sheet)